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April 21: In Buenos Aires, Foreign Ministry sources told the Agence France-Presse that Chilean
fruit exporters are applying "pressures" to prevent Argentine producers from using Chilean ports
for shipping fruit products to third countries. Ministry press chief Sergio Morena dismissed the
existence of conflicts between the two governments over the issue. He said that in less than 10
years Chilean agricultural exports increased from US$400 million to US$1.2 billion per annum
(1990). Of the latter total, the US market accounts for 40%. Argentine producers plan to expand
fruit export income from US$400 million per year to around US$1.2 billion by 1995 via access to the
Pacific through Chile to North American and Asian markets. Under a bilateral agreement finalized
in 1991, the Argentine government facilitates the transit of Chilean commodities to Brazil and to
Atlantic ports. In turn, Santiago agreed to facilitate Argentine access to Pacific port facilities for
transit of fruit and vegetable products. Several Chilean legislators are now calling for a "mechanism
that genuinely protects our comparative advantages and does not deliver our ports and markets
free of charge." In a recent statement, the Chilean Agricultural and Livestock Service (Servicio
Agricola y Ganadero-SAG) said no Argentine fruit shipments will be handled at Chilean ports in
the near future, or until the Mediterranean fruit fly is eradicated. The service justified the embargo
on the ground of avoiding contamination of Chilean fruit at the ports by the fruit fly. Next, Chilean
authorities recently adopted two resolutions regulating entry of Argentine goods described in
generic terms as "dangerous." Among other things, the regulations specify a quarantine period
at the place of origin. Loading of Argentine fruit at Chilean ports cannot extend beyond five days,
and products described as dangerous would receive authorization to pass through the ports only in
sealed containers. Argentine exporters assert that the regulations are impassable barriers. According
to Fernando Lavaggi, leader of the Argentina's fruit producer association, the Chilean regulations
are almost impossible to meet, and are more rigorous than sanitation requirements imposed by
ports of entry in Argentine client nations. Eduardo de Zavalia, president of the Argentine Sociedad
Rural described the Chilean position as "lamentable." He said that because Argentina facilitates
transit of Brazilian- Chilean trade, "these measures...are inexplicable." April 22: In Buenos Aires,
during a meeting attended by over 100 Chilean and Argentine businesspeople, Alieto Gaudagni,
the Argentine Foreign Ministry's secretary for international economic relations, said that "anything
obstructing free transit of commodities militates against economic integration." Guadagni told daily
newspaper La Nacion that he was optimistic about a negotiated solution to the conflict. He said
that if Chile's maintains its "rigid attitude," Argentina will have recourse to the Montevideo Treaty
which established the Latin American Integration Association (ALADI). The treaty clearly stipulates
free transit of commodities among member-nations. Argentine Economy Minister Domingo Cavallo
pointed out that the Argentine government sets up no obstacles to Chilean investors, nor investors
from any other country. He added that he would "like to see Argentines investing in Chile as well."
The bilateral agreements of 1991 paved the way for a large influx of Chilean investment in Argentine
companies, including many recently privatized by the federal government. Chilean investment in
Argentine totaled US$53 million in 1990, compared to US$300 million last year. Argentine officials
said they are considering implementation of new regulations to prevent the contamination of
Argentine croplands by 18 insects and plant diseases found in Chilean agricultural products. The
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new sanitation requirements would be imposed on overland freight cargo in transit to Brazil. April
23: In Santiago, the Chilean Fruit Producers Federation stated that the Argentine threat to impose
obstacles to transit of Chilean commodities to Brazil was inspired by revenge more than logic. April
24: In a joint communique, Chilean Foreign Minister Enrique Silva Cimma, Economy Minister
Carlos Ominami and Agriculture Minister Juan Agustin Figueroa asserted that the government
will maintain sanitation standards on agricultural exports in transit through Chilean territory. The
statement said, "It is necessary to reiterate that the norms applied by Chile are internationally
acceptable, and favor trade between both countries." Chilean President Patricio Aylwin requested a
report from the foreign, economy and agriculture ministries on the "difference in interpretation" of
the bilateral agreements concerning sanitary regulations applied to agricultural exports. [Basic data
from La Nacion (Argentina), 04/22/92; Agence France-Presse, 04/21-24/92]
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